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ABSTRACT

Introduction Globally, health information technologies are now being used by nurses in a variety of settings. However, nurse leaders often do not have the necessary strategic and tactical informatics competencies to adequately ensure their effective adoption and use. Although informatics competencies and competency frameworks have been identified and developed, to date there has not been review or consolidation of the work completed in this area. In order to address this gap, a scoping review is being conducted. The objectives of this scoping review are to: (1) identify informatics competencies of relevance to nurse leaders, (2) identify frameworks or theories that have been used to develop informatics competencies for nurse leaders, (3) identify instruments used to assess the informatics competencies of nurse leaders and (4) examine the psychometric properties of identified instruments.

Methods Using the Arksey and O’Malley five-step framework, a literature review will be conducted using a scoping review methodology. The search will encompass academic and grey literature and include two primary databases and five secondary databases. Identified studies and documents will be independently screened for eligibility by two reviewers. Data from the studies and documents will be extracted and compiled into a chart. Qualitative data will be subject to a thematic analysis and descriptive statistics applied to the quantitative data.

Ethics and dissemination Ethical approval was not required for this study. Results will be used to inform a future study designed to validate an instrument used to evaluate informatics competencies for nurse leaders within a Canadian context.

INTRODUCTION

Health information technologies are being widely and rapidly implemented in healthcare settings around the world. Nurses represent the largest group of health professionals globally, nurses are also likely to be the largest group of users of these technologies. As such, there has been a concerted effort in several countries to ensure that nurses entering practice settings hold competencies that will allow them to use the technologies in meaningful and productive ways that can have benefits both to patients and professionals. These efforts have typically focused on the development and delivery of informatics competencies in basic nursing education at the entry-to-practice level, and often to refer to these as ‘nursing informatics competencies’. Nursing informatics is defined by the American Nurses Association as: “the specialty that integrates nursing science with multiple information management and analytical sciences to identify, define, manage, and communicate data, information, knowledge, and wisdom in nursing practice. NI supports nurses, consumers, patients, the interprofessional healthcare team, and other stakeholders in their decision-making in all roles and settings to achieve desired outcomes. This support is accomplished through the use of information structures, information processes, and information technology.”

At present, it is likely that the majority of nurse leaders (nurses in non-clinical, administrative roles) have neither received education inclusive of entry-to-practice informatics competencies nor have been provided with formal opportunities to develop those competencies within their practice settings. Therefore, nurse leaders today may not hold the informatics knowledge, let alone the more advanced competencies required to be able to effectively provide strategic and tactical leadership related to the adoption and use of information and communications technologies (ICTs). Thus, there are now efforts underway to identify informatics competencies of relevance for nurse leaders, but to date there is no known review or consolidation of the work done in this area.

In order to address this gap, a scoping review will be conducted. The objectives of the scoping review are to: (1) identify
informatics competencies of relevance to nurse leaders, (2) identify frameworks or theories that have been used to develop informatics competencies for nurse leaders, (3) identify instruments that can be used to assess the informatics competencies of nurse leaders and (4) examine the psychometric properties of identified instruments.

**METHODS AND ANALYSIS**

The following scoping review protocol was developed using the five-step framework outlined by Arksey and O’Malley, and advanced by Levac and colleagues. The framework includes (1) identifying the research question, (2) identifying relevant studies, (3) study selection, (4) extracting the collected data and (5) reporting the results. These steps have been followed in the development of the scoping review protocol and are detailed in subsequent sections. Ethical approval was not required for this study. The authors have used both the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) checklist and A Measurement Tool to Assess Systematic Reviews in the development of this protocol. The scoping review searches will be completed by the end of 2017, and subsequent analysis of the literature search findings will be completed in early 2018.

**Step 1: identifying the research question**

Four research questions were developed that reflect the objectives of the scoping review. These research questions are as follows:

1. What nurse leader informatics competencies have been identified in the literature?
2. What frameworks or theories have been used in the development of informatics competencies for nurse leaders?
3. What instruments have been developed and are being used to assess the informatics competencies for nurse leaders?
4. What are the psychometric properties of the instruments identified for the assessment of nurse leaders’ informatics competencies?

These questions are being asked to solicit answers that will provide readers with a comprehensive understanding of the work that has been done to date in the development of informatics competencies for nurse leaders.

**Step 2: identifying relevant studies**

**Eligibility criteria**

All research, theoretical and opinion papers will be included within this scoping review of informatics competencies for nurse leaders. The studies and documents assessed will not be limited to their date of publication, country of origin or setting. Only studies published in English will be included. Informatics competencies described in the included studies and documents must be directed at nurses within leadership positions. Nurse leaders are defined as nurses who do not typically provide direct care to patients and are usually in formal leadership roles with responsibility for both human and financial resource management in healthcare organisations. The job titles of nurses in leadership positions include, but are not limited to, nurse educator, nurse manager, nursing case manager, nurse administrator, nurse executive, clinical nurse leader, director, chief nursing officer, chief nurse executive and vice-president of care services. Documents that focus on informatics competencies directed at direct care nurses or nurse informaticians will not be included.

**Search strategy**

With the aid of an experienced research librarian, a search strategy has been developed using two primary electronic databases: (1) the Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL) and (2) Medline (Ovid interface); and five secondary electronic databases: (1) Education Resources Information Center, (2) Web of Science, (3) PsycINFO, (4) Proquest Dissertations and Theses Database and (5) Theses Canada. The search will not be limited to published peer-reviewed literature, but will also include unpublished grey literature pertaining to informatics competencies for nurse leaders. Grey literature will be searched using Google and the Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technologies in Health search tool. In addition, experts in the field of informatics and nursing will be consulted. These strategies will ensure that competency documents developed by nursing organisations are identified in the search of grey literature. To ensure accuracy when using the search strategy for grey literature, the Peer Review Election Search Strategies Checklist will be used. Peer-reviewed papers, research reports and grey literature that identify an approach for defining and/or measuring informatics leadership competencies for nurse leaders or domains of informatics competencies for nurse leaders will be of primary focus within this study.

A search strategy has been developed for Medline (Ovid interface) and is shown in online supplementary appendix A. This search strategy will be modified as required so that it can be used with CINAHL and the secondary electronic databases. There will be no limitations to the date or year the article was published, nor will there be limitations pertaining to the geographic location of the publication.

Once the initial searches of the databases and grey literature are completed, the research team will review the first 100 citations from each source to ensure that the most appropriate search terms and strategy are used. If required, the search strategy will be modified to improve the quantity and relevance of the findings.

**Step 3: study selection**

Following execution of the search strategy, the first stage of the selection process will take place during which titles and abstracts of publications will be read independently by two members of the research team and deemed eligible if inclusion and exclusion criteria are met. A primary
screening and data extraction software called Covidence will be used (Covidence systematic review software, Veritas Health Innovation, Melbourne, Australia). This software supports research teams in tracking the number of duplicate articles, facilitating the independent screening of the articles by two research team members and tracking the eligibility process. Studies that are duplicates, irrelevant or unrelated will be removed from the study at this time. If the relevancy of the publication is unclear from the title or abstract, the reviewer will then read the publication in full to determine the eligibility of the publication. Any further changes to the search criteria to improve the search findings will be made in this stage.

This process will first be completed on the first 100 citations and Cohen’s kappa will be calculated. A minimum kappa of 0.80 has been set as a threshold to achieve before continuing with the study selection process. Once completed, the second stage of the selection process will commence. The eligible publications screened in the first stage will be independently read in full by two investigators to further establish whether the publication contains data/research relevant to informatics competencies for nurse leaders. When agreement cannot be reached, a third investigator will be consulted. Finally, the PRISMA flow diagram will be populated with the search and eligibility screening findings, and used to provide a visual of the data selection process.12

Step 4: data collection
The identified articles and documents that meet all of the eligibility criteria will be thoroughly read, and relevant data will be extracted by the investigators. On extracting data from each publication, it will be organised into a chart using the descriptive-analytical method described by Arksey and O’Malley.10 In following with this method, the quality of the publication will not be of importance; rather, the information presented will act as the primary focus.6

The chart will be divided into two sections. The first section, ‘Overview’, will summarise the basic information of the publication. The second section, ‘Research Questions’, will include the four research questions that should be answered on reviewing each piece of relevant literature. The ‘Overview’ section will include the name of the authors who conducted the study, the date in which the literature was published, whether the study is published or grey literature, the country in which the study took place or focuses on, the main objectives of the study, the methodology pertaining to how the study was conducted, inclusive of the study design (including whether the researchers used quantitative, qualitative or mixed method approaches), the setting of the study, the type of nurse leader the competencies were developed for and the summarised results of the study. The ‘Research Questions’ section includes four main questions that reflect the objectives of this review. The first question focuses on specific informatics leadership competencies for nurse leaders that are reported in the literature. The second question is focused on the identification of frameworks or theories that have been used to develop informatics competencies for nurse leaders. The third question aims to identify any instruments that have been developed, analysed or used to assess informatics competencies for nurse leaders. Lastly, the fourth question focuses on the identification of demonstrated psychometric properties of instruments developed, analysed or used to assess nurse leader informatics competencies. As such, the following data will be extracted from articles: reported nurse leader informatics competencies, the conceptual/theoretical organisation of reported nurse leader competencies, instruments used to assess nurse leader informatics competencies (name, number of items, what the instrument measures) and the psychometric properties of the instruments (eg, reliability, validity, factor analyses). Online supplementary appendix B shows the proposed data extraction table.

Step 5: reporting results
Data present in the chart will be used for both a qualitative and quantitative analysis, and to support data synthesis. Qualitative data from the data extraction table will be uploaded into QSR International’s NVivo 11 qualitative data analysis software (Version 11, 2015) and a thematic analysis completed to synthesise the findings.15 16 Specifically, the list of competencies will be thematically analysed using an inductive approach to identify what themes emerge. To enhance the rigour of the analysis process and the trustworthiness of the findings, two members of the research team will complete data analysis independently. These individuals will then meet to discuss and finalise the competency themes. Any discrepancies will be resolved through discussion and when agreement cannot be reached another member of the research team will be consulted. Quantitative data related to the number of competencies identified, the number of frameworks and theories drawn on, the number of instruments used and their psychometric properties will be uploaded into SPSS V.24 for data synthesis (IBM Released 2016; IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, V.24.0). Frequencies and percentages will be reported on both items from the overview section and research question section of the data extraction table. A list of all of the identified health informatics competencies that are relevant to nursing leaders will be presented in a table.

In addition to reporting the study results, the results of an assessment of the quality of each selected article will be completed using the Grading of Recommendations, Assessment, Development and Evaluations (GRADE) Criteria, when applicable.17 18 The score generated from the GRADE assessment will be entered into a column on the data extraction table shown in online supplementary appendix B.

DISCUSSION AND DISSEMINATION
The proposed scoping review is significant as it will allow for easier access and identification of informatics
competencies for nurse leaders, which are not currently summarised in any known document. Results of this scoping review will be of interest to healthcare and academic institutions, nursing leadership organisations (eg, Academy of Canadian Executive Nurses (ACEN), Nursing Leadership Network (NLN)), advanced practice educators, nurse leaders and informaticians in a variety of different roles and settings. Hence, dissemination strategies targeting these particular audiences are being planned.

The dissemination of the scoping review findings will be done through traditional end-of-study knowledge translation strategies. The authors will consider submitting abstracts for presentation to a national informatics conference (ie, eHealth, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, 2018), a national nursing conference (ie, Canadian Nurses Association Biennial Convention, Ottawa, Canada, 2018), a nursing leadership conference (ie, NLN, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, 2018), a national nursing informatics conference (ie, Canadian Nursing Informatics Association Conference, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, 2018) and an international nursing informatics conference (ie, International Congress on Nursing Informatics, Beijing, China, 2020). In addition, the authors intend to submit a manuscript for publication in a peer-reviewed journal.

Additionally, the results of this scoping review will be used to inform a future study focused on the validation of competencies for nurse leaders19 in a Canadian context. This study will be conducted in two phases starting with a modified Delphi approach in phase one and a cross-sectional survey including psychometric testing in phase two. Given the current prevalence of health information technology implementations in Canadian healthcare settings, and that nurses typically represent the largest user group of these technologies, it is important that nursing leaders have the competencies required to support the successful procurement, design, implementation, and use and evaluation of these systems. Without informatics competent nursing leadership, organisations run the risk of not being able to obtain expected returns on investments or garner the potential safety and quality benefits of ICT for clinical care delivery. Moreover, without the informed engagement of nurse leaders throughout the systems life cycle of ICT, patient care and nursing practice may be inadvertently compromised.
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